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Season 2, Episode 22
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The Name of the Game



Meredith and Izzie take up knitting. Derek operates on Andrew, a spelling bee champ with a serious head injury. Bailey gets in on Andrew's surgery because she's worried that her coworkers won't recognize her Nazi-status now that she's a mother. Addison's patient has an unborn baby with medical issues. After Alex fails to bite his tongue when a terminal patient routinely lies to her daughter about her health he gets a lesson in bedside manners from Burke. George also begins to overstay his welcome at Burke's apartment after Callie visits him. Meredith has more confusing and uncomfortable encounters with members of her family. One of the female doctors meets a veterinarian named Finn. Izzie flirts with Denny and they play more naughty-Scrabble. Meredith, Derek, and Addison sarcastically take another small stab at their friendships.
Quest roles:
Sara Ramirez(Callie Torres), Chris O'Donnell(Finn Dandridge), Steven W. Bailey(Joe), Jeffrey Dean Morgan(Denny Duquette), Mare Winningham(Susan Grey), Mandy Siegfried(Molly Grey-Thompson), Jeff Perry(Thatcher Grey), Laurie Metcalf(Beatrice Carver), Soledad St. Hilaire(Lola), Emilee Wallace(Amelia Carver), Harrison Knight(Andrew Willis), Jusak Bernhard(Seminar Teacher), Obie Sims(Neuro Fellow)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
2 April 2006, 21:00
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